We propose a tunable nonlinear interaction for the implementation of quantum logic operations on pairs of superconducting resonators, where the two-resonator interaction is mediated by a transmon quantum bit (qubit). This interaction is characterized by a high on-to-off coupling ratio and allows for fast qubit-type and d-level system (qudit)-type operations for quantum information processing with multiphoton cavity states. We present analytical and numerical calculations showing that these operations can be performed with practically unit fidelity in absence of any dissipative phenomena, whereas physical two-photon two-resonator operations can be realized with a fidelity of 99.9 % in presence of qubit and resonator decoherence. The resonator-qubit-resonator system proposed in this Letter can be implemented using available planar or three-dimensional microwave technology.
Introduction.-Major growth in the field of superconducting quantum circuits [1] [2] [3] has led to the possibility of controlling quantum microwave photons in superconducting resonators (or cavities) and transmission lines [4] . This includes the preparation of arbitrary photon states in one resonator [5] and NOON states in two planar resonators [6] , as well as Schrödinger cat states in one [7] and two three-dimensional cavities [8] . However, taking full advantage of superconducting resonators for quantum computing applications requires a universal quantum logic gate on their microwave photonic states. Progress toward this goal includes theoretical work studying single resonators as quantum bits (qubits) [9] , or d-level systems (qudits) [10] [11] [12] , as well as recent experimental work demonstrating effective two-qubit interactions between a qubit and the modes of a resonator [13] and the unitary control of two or more states of cavity [14, 15] . Most recently, a specific multiphoton logic gate has been performed by a sequence of interactions of two cavities [16] . Continued progress toward full unitary control of multiphoton states in multiple resonators constitutes an important and outstanding problem for quantum microwave photonics.
The ideal resonator-resonator interaction is represented by a tunable cross-Kerr Hamiltonian H cross-Kerr = χn a n b ,
where χ is a tunable coupling coefficient and n a and n b are the photon numbers in resonators R a and R b , respectively. This interaction is a powerful primitive for controlling multiphoton quantum states. For example, by turning on the interaction in Eq. (1) for a time t = π/χ, a product of coherent states evolves to an entangled state [17] . This can be used to implement a logic gate on the Schrödinger's cat states
where N is a normalization constant for the superposition of the coherent states |α and |−α . These states have been proposed for hardware efficient quantum error correction [18] in three-dimensional cavities. By encoding quantum information in such multiphoton states, errors due to photon loss can be detected and corrected similar fashion to traditional quantum error correction [19] . For two-cavity cat states, it can be shown that the cross-Kerr interaction generates a controlled-phase gate of the form |C , where cavities R a and R b are populated with cat states of complex amplitude α and β, respectively, and with the other two-cavity states (++, +−, and − +) unaffected. This can be seen by direct calculation or as a consequence of the fact that |C ± α are superpositions of even (for +) and odd (for −) numbers of photons.
The cross-Kerr interaction can also be used to implement a controlled-phase gate on the multiphoton states |0 L = |2 and |1 L = (|0 + |4 )/ √ 2 used in the binomial state encoding scheme [20] . By turning on the cross-Kerr interaction for a time π/(4χ), we find |0 L |0 L → − |0 L |0 L , with the other states (01, 10, and 11) unaffected. An alternative gate on these states has been implemented in a recent experiment [16] by the sequential microwave-driven coupling of the cavity states through the second excited state of a transmon qubit [21] . The cross-Kerr implementation would also work for the multiphoton states studied in the work of Ref. [15] .
In this Letter, we explore how a simple resonatorqubit-resonator (RQR) system, based on a tunable superconducting qubit or coupler, such as the Xmon transmon 2 qubit [22] , can be used to generate the nonlinear interaction necessary to implement the logic gates described above. An example of such a system is shown in Fig. 1 , where each cavity is depicted as a coplanar waveguide resonator with its own control qubit (for one-resonator operations [14, 15] ); the resonators are capacitively coupled to a tunable qubit and directly to each other. There are two main challenges to be faced when using such a system for multiphoton gates. First, a large inter-cavity coupling requires a small detuning between the qubit coupler and the resonators; this results in significant mixing of the qubit and photon states. Second, the cross-Kerr interaction is one of many terms that influence the overall dynamics; engineering the desired operation requires a careful analysis of the system. We address these challenges through analytical and numerical simulations of the RQR system.
We first introduce the nonlinear interactions achievable with the RQR system and study their properties. The linear interaction provided by such a scheme has been first studied theoretically in the work of Ref. [23] and more recently demonstrated experimentally [24] . Nonlinear interactions have been considered using an idealized coupling scheme [17] , as well as through perturbation theory [25] . We then demonstrate, by means of analytical calculations and numerical simulations, how to dynamically control the RQR system to provide a tunable strong coupling and implement fast two-qubit gates on the two resonators, where the resonator states are used as the computational basis. Finally, we show how to implement multiphoton operations using a dynamical sequence to synthesize the cross-Kerr interaction. Our results demonstrate that the RQR system can be used to achieve full unitary control of multiphoton quantum states of two coupled resonators.
Coupling Scheme.-The basic features of the RQR system can be modeled by a two-mode Jaynes-Cummings- 
is found by perturbation theory [28] . Additional perturbative results can be found in the study of Ref. [25] , where it is also shown that the nonlinear coupling coefficients can be switched off by introducing a second qubit in the coupling circuit.
Restricting our analysis to one or two photons, we numerically calculate the effective coupling coefficients g 1 g 2 /∆ − g ab , for n = 1 swapping, g 2 g 1 − χ/2, for n = 2 swapping, and an effective two-qubit Isingtype coupling g z χ, as shown in Fig. 2 [28] . For the data in the figure, we use the physical parameters ω/2π = 7 GHz, α/2π = 300 MHz, g/2π = 100 MHz, and g ab /2π = 10 MHz. The figure shows that when the qubit is tuned by approximately 1 GHz away from both oscillators, there is a location where both g 1 and g 2 are close to zero, which constitutes the idle point of the coupler. At that location, the Ising-type coupling g z /2π is less than ≈ 0.1 MHz, consistent with the perturbative result of Eq. (8) . However, by tuning the qubit close to the oscillator frequencies, the various coupling coefficients can be made as large as 100 MHz. Thus, the RQR system is characterized by an on-to-off coupling ratio of ≈ 1000. This ratio can be increased by adding an extra qubit to the coupling circuit, or by adjusting the idle point to larger detunings.
Qubit Logic Gates.-To implement quantum logic gates in the RQR system, we must carefully tune the coupler frequency in time. We first consider a two-qubit implementation, in which the two resonators can be in the ground state |00 , either of the singly-excited states |01 or |10 , or the doubly-excited state |11 . To isolate a controlled-phase gate, we engineer a three-step control sequence, as shown in Fig. 3 (a) . In this sequence, we first tune the coupler near resonance (∆ ≈ 0) by a "fast adiabatic" pulse [27] , allowing the single-and doubleexcitation subspaces to evolve for some interval of time. Since g 1 = g 2 , photons in the two subspaces swap between the resonators at different rates. We then return the coupler frequency to its idle point and shift the resonator frequencies by using dispersive interactions with the control qubits for a short time interval. This step shifts the phases of the two subspaces by a factor of π, which serves to reverse the single-excitation swapping. Finally, we tune the coupler back near resonance for an additional interval of time. The net effect is an overall evolution of the state |11 . By controlling the amplitude, shape, and duration of the coupler and resonator frequency shifts, a controlled-phase gate can be implemented (up to single-qubit phases [28] ).
We numerically optimize the control pulses for this gate with a total time of 75 ns. The simulation results displayed in Fig. 3 (b) and (c) show the time evolution of the state probabilities calculated from the time-dependent Schrödinger equation with initial states |01 and |11 , respectively. A full density matrix simulation yields a process fidelity F ≈ 0.999, where we include an energy relaxation time for the resonators of 100 µs as well as energy relaxation and dephasing times for the coupler of 40 µs and 30 µs, respectively.
Multiphoton Logic Gates.-In the analysis above, we assume that the resonator-resonator detuning δ = ω b −ω a is negligible. By including δ, however, we identify a new regime of operation. By tuning the coupler from large to small detuning, the state |n a = j, n b = k of modes R a and R b can be mapped to the state |n − = j, n + = k of the "+" and "−" modes, where j and k are the possible photon numbers. The effective interaction between these modes can be found using second-perturbation theory for the Jaynes-Cummings states [28] . For ∆ = 0 we find
While such an interaction does not directly produce the desired cross-Kerr interaction, the theory of Hamiltonian simulation ensures that it can be used to simulate it [29] . We have designed a quantum logic circuit to synthesize H cross-Kerr from H int using set of single-qudit permutations, as shown in Fig. 4 . The result of this sequence is (dashed-gray), and excited states of the coupler (lower curves) [28] .
an evolution according to the effective Hamiltonian
j,k is a tensor product of permutations on each resonator, the weights λ j are determined by the timing of the evolutions, and N iter is the number of iterations of the circuit. We can choose the permutations, weights, and the number of iterations so that H total approximates H cross-Kerr to high accuracy.
The single-resonator permutations can be implemented using each resonator's control qubit to realize singleresonator control protocols [10] [11] [12] . The simplest of these permutations is the transformation |j ↔ |N − j on each resonator, where N is the maximum photon number of each resonator; the remaining permutations perform similar transformations on smaller number of photon states [28] .
Even for a single iteration of this sequence, with P 1,1 the identity and P 1,2 the transformation described above, a controlled-phase gate on states |0 L and |1 L (with N = 4) can be performed with high fidelity and with a short interaction time. Using numerically calculated energy levels for the a qubit coupler with g/2π = 100 MHz and a resonator detuning of δ/2π = 50 MHz, we find that this gate can be operated at a variety of operation points with an ideal fidelity that is always greater than 0.999, and with total interactions times as short as 30 ns. The same is true for a qutrit coupler, albeit with slightly longer interaction times.
As a final application of this quantum logic circuit, we observe that the cross-Kerr interaction can be used for logic gates on qudits. That is, turning on the interaction in Eq. (1) for a time t = θ/χ results in a multiplycontrolled-phase gate |j |k → e iθjk |j |k .
Such gates, along with generalized Hadamard gates, can produce the multi-qudit quantum Fourier transform [30] or, with θ d = 2π/d, the generalized controlled-not gate for qudit quantum computation [31] . We calculate the process fidelity [28] of such gates using our permutation circuit to the interaction of Eq. (9) for the θ dgate for a variety of qudit dimensions d and iteration steps N iter . The resulting errors are shown in Fig. 5 . We see that each additional iteration increases the largest
Schematic quantum logic circuit to synthesize H cross-Kerr from H int . For each iteration of this circuit, two interactions H int are interleaved with qudit permutations P. This is repeated for some number of iterations N iter , with permutations that depend on the iteration number (see main text). dimension of numerically exact gates by two, so that a d-dimensional gate requires approximately d applications of H int . This is more efficient than applying a sequence of two-state controlled-phase gates, one for each possible state |j |k , which would require d 2 interactions. Such a sequence was proposed in the theoretical work of Ref. [10] and is similar to the approach taken in the recent experiment [16] . Thus, this circuit produces efficient high-fidelity entangling gates for resonator qudits.
Conclusion.-In conclusion, we present a tunable coupling circuit that allows for nonlinear interactions between superconducting resonators. These interactions can be used to engineer high fidelity quantum logic operations on multiphoton two-resonator states. For one such interaction, we devise a quantum circuit that, using single-resonator control, can be used to synthesize a strong cross-Kerr interaction for high-dimensional multiphoton states. We thus identify a promising route to full unitary control of multiple superconducting resonant cavities enabling a variety of applications to quantum information processing.
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SI. Introduction
In this supplemental material, we provide further details on the quantum-mechanical calculations presented in the main text. First, we diagonalize the Hamiltonian of the resonator-coupler-resonator (RCR) system shown in Fig. 1 of the main text both for a quantum bit (qubit) and a three-level system (qutrit) coupler in sections SII and SIII, respectively. We provide further details on the properties of the RCR system including analytical approximations and the numerical calculations leading to Fig. 2 of the main text. Second, in Sec. SIV, we provide further details of the analytical and numerical calculations used to study the qubit logic gate presented in and shown in Fig. 3 of the main text. Finally, in Sec. SV, we further elucidate the permutation circuit shown in Fig. 4 of the main text, and used to operate the multiphoton logic gates described by The Hamiltonian used to model a qubit coupler interacting with resonators R a and R b reads (with = 1):
As described in the main text, the case ω a = ω b = ω, g a = g b = g, and g ab = 0 can be solved by introducing the normal mode operators
so that
The eigenstates of H 0 are
with eigenvalues
where tan(2θ n+ ) = 2 √ 2n + g/∆, ∆ = ω q − ω and we are using a basis |n − , n + , n q for the states with n − excitations in mode "−", n + excitations in mode "+", and n q excitations in the qubit. For ∆ > 0, the state amplitudes can be expressed as
By working in the dressed basis with the coupler in its ground state, the effective Hamiltonian can be obtained by replacing n + → c 7
B. Effect of Direct Resonator-Resonator Interaction and Detuning
In the model Hamiltonian H 0 of Eq. (S3), we set g ab = 0 and ω a = ω b = ω. If we relax these assumptions, the Hamiltonian can be written as
where ω = (ω a + ω b )/2 in H 0 ,
is the direct resonator-resonator interaction, and
is due to the detuning δ = ω b − ω a of the resonators. Including these terms leads to additional terms in the effective Hamiltonian described by Eqs. (5)- (7) in the main text. We first consider the direct resonator-resonator interaction term H 1 . This can be rewritten in terms of the "+" and "−" modes as
Using first-order perturbation theory for the states |Ψ
n−,n+ , we find
Using the dressed basis, we again make the replacements n + → c † + c + and n − → c † − c − so that the effective Hamiltonian corresponding to H 1 becomes
For the RCR system considered in this work, we typically have g ab g ∆. Thus, the terms proportional to g 2 /∆ 2 and g 4 /∆ 4 in H 1,eff can be safely ignored. We now consider the resonator-resonator detuning term H 2 . This can be rewritten in terms of the "+" and "−" modes as
Assuming that δ < g, this can be treated using second-order perturbation theory. H 2 couples a given state |Ψ (−) n−,n+ to the four states |Ψ
n−+1,n+−1 . The dominant contribution comes from the first two states, for which the perturbative shift is given by
where A n = cos θ n cos θ n+1 , B n = sin θ n sin θ n+1 , and ∆ = ω q − (ω a + ω b )/2. There are two natural limits for this energy shift. For ∆ → 0, we have A n = B n = 1/2 and thus
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It can be shown that
to high accuracy. Using this expression the energy shift can be approximated by
The resonator-resonator interaction described in the main text arises from the first term in Eq. (S17), while the second term provides a single-resonator phase shift. For ∆ g, a Taylor series expansion of Eq. (S14) in powers of g/∆, using A n 1 − (2n + 1)g 2 /∆ 2 and B n 2 n(n + 1)g 2 /∆ 2 , results in
In this limit, there is a bona fide cross-Kerr interaction from the second term in Eq. (S18), albeit with a coupling coefficient of δ 2 /∆ δ 2 /g.
SIII. RCR System: Qutrit Coupler

A. Model Hamiltonian
A qutrit coupler can be realized by means of a superconducting transmon device, which is characterized by more than two quantized levels [1] . The Hamiltonian used to model a qutrit coupler interacting with resonators R a and R b reads (with = 1):
where σ = |0 1| + √ 2|1 2|,
α = ω 01 − ω 12 is a fixed anharmonicity, ω 01 is the tunable angular frequency for the transition from the ground state |0 to the first excited state |1 of the qutrit, and ω 12 is the angular frequency for the transition from the first excited state |1 to the second excited state |2 . For the case ω a = ω b = ω, g a = g b = g, and g ab = 0, and using the modes c ± , we find
In principle, we can solve for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors analytically but, in practice, it is more convenient to perform perturbative or numerical calculations.
B. Pertubative analysis
When ∆ g, we can calculate the perturbative energy shift of the state |n − , n + , n q by considering the reduced Hamiltonian 
where we use the basis states |n − , n + , 0 , |n − , n + − 1, 1 and |n − , n + − 2, 2 . By means of fourth-order perturbation theory in g, we find that
The last term in Eq. (S23) is the Kerr shift, which can be simplified when ∆ α, χ = 4g
For identical resonators with ω a /2π = ω b /2π = 7 GHz, couplings g a /2π = g b /2π = 100 MHz, g ab /2π = 10 MHz, and α/2π = 300 MHz, we numerically calculate the eigenstates |v n and eigenvalues E n of the system, where n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The energy levels are shown in Fig. S1 , where we also indicate the composition of the various eigenstates by |n a , n b , n q corresponding to those states with n a excitations in R a , n b excitations in R b , and n q excitations in the coupler. The eigenstates for large ω 01 are approximately given by
The natural two-qubit states are given by the superpositions
where the coupler is in its ground state. Note that for finite detuning, the interaction with the coupler leads to a dressing of these states by terms proportional to g/∆.
We define the coupling coefficients for the two-qubit states of Eq. (S25) by the energy splittings, as follows:
The splitting of 2g 1 between states |v 1 and |v 2 corresponds to the linear coupling between resonators R a and R b . The splitting of 4g 2 between states |v 4 and |v 6 differs from that due to a linear coupler (4g 1 ) because of the number-statedependent swapping term. Finally, the Ising-type two-qubit coupling g z arises from the Kerr shift. The numerically calculated values of these coupling coefficients are shown in Fig. 2 of the main text.
6.5 7 7.5 8 6.5 We can also approximate these values by using the perturbative results of Eqs. (S12) and (S23). We find
Thus, we have g 2 g 1 − χ/2 and g z χ.
SIV. Two-Qubit Logic Gates
By turning on the coupling, a large variety of entangling evolutions can be generated. These have the generic form
where θ is a swap angle between states |01 and |10 , φ is a controlled phase on |11 , and we have removed any single-qubit phases [2] . To isolate a controlled-phase gate, we can interrupt the entangling evolution by means of a one-qubit phase gate Z 1 and the following identity:
If φ = π/2 we have U (0, π) = U CZ . This approach leads us to engineer a three-step control sequence for the frequencies of the qutrit coupler and the two resonators.
We choose two control pulses ∆ω q (t) and ∆ω ab (t) that shift the coupler frequency in time by ω 01 (t) = ω 01,idle + ∆ω q (t) and the two resonator frequencies by ω a (t) = ω + ∆ω ab (t) and ω b (t) = ω − ∆ω ab (t). The resonator frequencies are controlled by dispersive interactions with the corresonding control qubits, which are indicated in Fig. 1 of the main text. The control pulses are defined by
To optimize these controls, we choose values for T 1 , τ 1 , T 2 , and τ 2 and numerically search for the coefficients {a j } and {b j } with the objective of finding a gate equivalent to U CZ , up to single-qubit phases (which can be added to the ends of the overall sequence). The numerically optimized pulse parameters are found to be ∆ω 1 /2π = −0.7153 GHz, τ 1 = 5 ns, T 1 = 20 ns, {a j } = {0.1637, −0.0974, −0.0372}, {b j } = {0.1017, 0.0078, 0.0131}, ∆ω 2 /2π = 0.0252 GHz, τ 2 = 5 ns, and T 2 = 5 ns. This gate has a total time T gate = 2(T 1 + 2τ 1 ) + T 2 + 2τ 2 = 75 ns and has process fidelity of approximately 0.99999. These pulses are shown in Fig. 3 (a) in the main text. Using these control pulses, we numerically simulate the time-dependent Schrödinger equation to find |Ψ(t) with starting with various initial conditions chosen from the qubit states given by Eq. (S25) using the eigenstates calculated at the idle point of the coupler. First, we set |Ψ(t = 0) = |01 qubit and calculate the probabilities for the qubit states | Ψ(t)|01 qubit | 2 and | Ψ(t)|10 qubit | 2 , as well as the probability of excitation in the coupler P excite = | Ψ(t)|v 3 | 2 ; these are shown in Fig. 3(b) of the main text. The dominant oscillation is the swap |010 → |100 , which is reversed by the intermediate Z-gate. There is also a small coupling to state |v 3 = |001 , in which the coupler is excited, but no residual population at t = T gate . Second, we set |Ψ(t = 0) = |11 qubit and calculate | Ψ(t)|11 qubit | 2 , | Ψ(t)|v | 2 , where |v = (|200 + |020 )/ √ 2, as well as P excite = | Ψ(t)|v 7 | 2 + | Ψ(t)|v 9 | 2 . These three probabilities are shown in Fig. 3(c) of the main text. Here, the dominant oscillation is between |110 and (|200 + |020 )/ √ 2. There is also small couplings to the states |v 7 and |v 9 but, again, no residual population at t = T gate . We also simulate the full gate dynamics using the Lindblad equation for the density matrix ρ,
using four Lindblad operators
with T r = 100 µs, T q = 40 µs, T ϕ = 30 µs. The first three Lindblad operators correspond to energy relaxation of resonator R a , resonator R b , and the coupler, respectively, while the last corresponds to dephasing of the coupler. By projecting the density matrix onto the two-qubit states (defined as above), the full process matrix is extracted with process fidelity 0.9987 and leakage 4 × 10 −4 .
SV. Multiphoton Controlled-Phase Gates
A. Permutation Circuit
Here, we specify how to synthesize a cross-Kerr interaction from the interaction up to single-resonator terms (which lead to single in that the term in brackets is close to the line Subsequent iterations apply permutations o Hamiltonians of the form with discrete functions f j (n) as shown in Fig. 2 several iterations j = 1 → 4. By choosing the be made to be as linear as one desires. The permutations are chosen to be
where N is the maximum photon number under consideration. The resulting effective Hamiltoni
up to single-resonator terms (which lead to single-qudit phases). This interaction is closer to the cr in that the term in brackets is close to the line 2n + / √ N . Subsequent iterations apply permutations on smaller numbers of states (specified below) an Hamiltonians of the form
with discrete functions f j (n) as shown in Fig. 2 for the case N = 9 (with qudit dimension d = N several iterations j = 1 → 4. By choosing the weights λ j appropriately, a linear combination of be made to be as linear as one desires.
The permutations are chosen to be P j,1 = I ⊗ P j and P j,2 = P 1 ⊗ (P 1 P j ), where
where N is the maximum photon number under considerati
up to single-resonator terms (which lead to single-qudit phase in that the term in brackets is close to the line 2n + / √ N . Subsequent iterations apply permutations on smaller nu Hamiltonians of the form H j ∼ χn − with discrete functions f j (n) as shown in Fig. 2 for the cas several iterations j = 1 → 4. By choosing the weights λ j a be made to be as linear as one desires.
The permutations are chosen to be P j,1 = I ⊗ P j and P j,
with permutations P j,1 , P j,2 and weights λ j chosen to approximate the cross-Kerr
The first iteration uses the permutations P j=1,1 = I ⊗ I and
the photon numbers by
where N is the maximum photon number under consideration. The resulting effec
up to single-resonator terms (which lead to single-qudit phases). This interaction is c in that the term in brackets is close to the line 2n
Subsequent iterations apply permutations on smaller numbers of states (speci Hamiltonians of the form
with discrete functions f j (n) as shown in Fig. 2 for the case N = 9 (with qudit d several iterations j = 1 → 4. By choosing the weights λ j appropriately, a linear c be made to be as linear as one desires. using the permutation circuit shown in Fig. 4 of the main text. The basic principle is to split the evolution into a sequence of iterations in which the qudit states (treating the resonators as d-dimensional systems with computational states |0 , . . . , |d − 1 ) are permuted and the interactions timed so as to "linearize" the total interaction with respect to n + . For each iteration, the effective Hamiltonian becomes
where P j,k = P j,k is a tensor product of permutations on each resonator. The total effect of the circuit is to apply a linear combination of the Hamiltonians
with permutations P j,1 , P j,2 and weights λ j chosen to approximate the cross-Kerr interaction as closely as possible. The first iteration uses the permutations P j=1,1 = I ⊗ I and P j=1,2 = P 1 ⊗ P 1 , where I is the identity and P 1 flips the photon numbers by
where N is the maximum photon number under consideration. The resulting effective Hamiltonian is
up to single-resonator terms (which lead to single-qudit phases). This interaction is closer to the cross-Kerr interaction in that the term in brackets is close to the line 2n + / √ N . Subsequent iterations apply permutations on smaller numbers of states (specified below) and produce effective Hamiltonians of the form
with discrete functions f j (n). An example for the case N = 9 (qudit dimension d = N + 1 = 10) is shown in Fig. S2(a) for several iterations j = 1 → 4. By choosing the weights λ j appropriately, a linear combination of these functions can be made to be as linear as one desires. An example of such a combination for N = 9 is shown in Fig. S2(b) . The specific permutations are chosen to be P j,1 = I ⊗ P j and P j,2 = P 1 ⊗ (P 1 P j ), where Using the permutation circuit, we analyze the gates using the process fidelity
where U = e −iH total t are d 2 × d 2 matrices, single-qudit phases are removed, and the interaction time and weights are numerically optimized. The results of these calculations for the qudit controlled-phase gate (with θ d = 2π/d) are shown in Fig. 5 of the main text.
